
When you fill
Missta, ensure
you see a GREEN
light and the water
feels very warm. 

Firstly, if you have any questions or issues, or your Missta bottle isn't performing as advertised,
please email us hello@missta.com.au . We strive for 100% customer satisfaction!

BEFORE YOU BEGIN.. 

Please make sure you have a full understanding
about The Missta Bottle and how it works before you
use it..
Please clean your Missta Bottle prior to the first use.  

Please visit our website ww.missta.com.au/pages/how-it-works
for video instructions. 

HOW TO FILL MISSTA

250 ml (1 cup)
Boiling Water

500ml (2 cups) 

Cold sterilised water 

*Our recommended filling method to keep  
water warm for 12 hours*

*We recommend to boil water up
to 12 hours in advance in

preparation, to avoid waiting for
the water to completely cool*

The Red light indicates
the water is above 45°C
and can be too hot. Slowly
add cooled sterilised
water until you get a green
light reading.

If you see a Blue light, add
warm/hot sterilised water
until the water feels warm
and you get a green light
reading. 750ml/25 oz

Read me!! I'm important!!
 



ACCURATE
TEMPERATURE

READING

UNDERSTANDING
THE GREEN LIGHT 

100% PORTABLE

UNDERSTADING
MISSTA

Tip the Missta bottle upside down.
 Ensure the water is in contact with the thermometer.

Hold upside down for at least10 seconds.
While upside down, press 'M' button on lid.  

Flip upright to reveal temporary colour. 

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Your  Missta bottle requires no charging. The button on the lid can be
pressed 12,900 times before the lid requires replacing.  

Missta is a THERMOS with an inbuilt thermometer.
It is vital you fill Missta with very warm water and you get a green light

reading. The green light means the warm water is safe to use. 

The Green light indicates the water is between 30°-45° 
As a thermos, it is important the water is as warm as possible when you

fill it so it stays warmer for a longer period. 


